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DISRUPTING CULTURE
Research in cognitive science over the last 30 years shows much of what we know about culture in the
business world is based on myth, wishful thinking, or is just plain wrong. The implications of this new
research on organizations is profound, with far reaching consequences for managers and
practitioners.
DAVID G. WHITE JR, PH.D.
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These are heady times for those of us in the culture
business -- which is pretty much anyone who leads an
organization or tries to help those that do.
Organizational “culture” seems to explain everything,
from Uber’s rapaciousness to Amazon’s intensity to
GM’s ethical lapses to Enron’s greed. Startups now
have VPs of “Culture”. The term is so firmly in the
mainstream that athletes and sports managers use it to
explain why, say, basketball’s Golden State Warriors
are so good, or why European football’s Arsenal are so
perpetually mediocre.

CULTURE IN THE MAINSTREAM1
Imagine you are the CEO of a medium-sized, global
industrial company (say 15,000 employees, 75
countries), who wants to change your company’s
culture. Let’s say you want to do so because your world
is changing: product and service disruption by
digitization, the Internet of Things, sensors, machine
learning, big data, changing customer demands,
environmental concerns, the rise of emerging markets,
the needs of younger workers, and on. You believe
your organization needs to shed old ways of doing

Unfortunately for cognitive anthropologists, the

things, move faster and be more innovative and

culture fad is like Dr. Frankenstein’s monster escaped

collaborative in order to avoid being rendered

from the lab to wreak havoc on the countryside. A well-

irrelevant in this rapidly changing post-industrial

intended and promising invention gone alarmingly

world. You believe a change to your culture is the key

awry. And most of us in the lab are at least partially to

to avoiding this fate.

blame. Wanting to improve your organization is
laudable. Using culture to do so, at least how it is done
today, is problematic. This piece explains why, and
what can be done.

Where would you begin?
You might begin by impressing upon your direct
reports and senior managers that they need to be more

I begin by illustrating the problem through a short

innovative and collaborative. You might say something
like, “Culture change starts at the top.” Some of your

thought experiment showing how much of our

colleagues might wonder what exactly you mean, to

understanding of culture is ill informed. I then
introduce the new science of culture and present how
this promising body of work might be leveraged by
businesses for more effective interventions in their own

which you would say, “You set the tone. If you are more
this way the rest of the organization will be more this
way too.”

cultures.

1

By “mainstream” I mean much of what comes out business schools,
large management consultancies, and culture specialist firms.
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You might invest in internal marketing. This would

So, after all this, have your changed your culture?

mean publishing your desired norms and values in a
kind of corporate manifesto of traits, behaviors and

You might say you have, pointing to the survey results.

attitudes that every employee should possess, such as

To which I would ask, is your organization truly more

Netflix’s famous Culture document.2 It could mean a

collaborative and innovative? Or, might you be

clever branding campaign with tag lines such as

measuring the effects of priming by a marketing and

“Connect” or “Go Big” or “Make Something Happen!” to fill

training exercise? And is employee engagement the

posters in conference rooms, tent cards in cafeterias,

same as culture?

and new hire collateral. These themes become the
centerpieces of your town halls as you evangelize the

The scenario above, with minor variations, is the most

benefits of upping the collective innovation and

commonly used approach and evidentiary standard for

collaboration quotient of your company.

culture change in organizations today. Here’s the
problem: in modern cognitive science terms – and

Depending on the size of your budget, you might

more importantly -- the lived experience of most

create training that teaches people how to behave in

people in your organization -- nothing much will likely

more collaborative and innovative ways. A sizeable

have changed. The emerging science of culture helps

chunk of your workforce will be required to take these

explain why.

classes, with everyone receiving a tchotchke reminding
what innovation and collaboration really mean.
Rightfully you will be concerned these efforts are
making a difference, so you will ensure the next
employee engagement survey measures innovation
and collaboration. In fact, a year passes and you are
pleased to see the relevant survey questions have
improved by a couple of percentage points from
industry benchmarks.

2

This is Netflix’s description of the traits and behaviors it desires in
its employees. Like thousands of artifacts in other companies, it
consists of statements such as “You are good at using data to
inform your intuition” and “You inspire others with your thirst for
excellence”. This is, of course, a recruitment tool and self-selection
reference, conveying the message one need not apply if one is not
like this. It also sounds like thousands of other companies.
(Source: https://jobs.netflix.com/culture).
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I.

management scholars persist with literal

THE 5 MYTHS OF
CULTURE CHANGE

interpretations of this idea to this day, assuming any
“society” such as an organization has a single culture.

Viewed through the lens of research over the last 30
years in cognitive anthropology, psychology,
linguistics, sociology, cultural neuroscience and
artificial intelligence -- every aspect of our thought
experiment is flawed. The assumptions behind it are
based on outmoded theory, or no theory at all.3 In
other words, much of how businesses typically
approach culture is based largely on myth.
MYTH 1: CULTURE STARTS AT THE TOP
This myth is so much part of the mainstream few of us
have ever stopped and asked if it is supported by any
independent evidence. It is based on the assumption of

Margaret Mead in Samoa. Source: Sciencemag.org

a linear and causal relationship between leadership
and culture. There is another assumption embedded

Work in cognitive anthropology, sociology and

within this: that organizations have single, unified

linguistics shows us that cultural boundaries are highly

cultures.

permeable and fluid; people in organizations inhabit
multiple pre-existing cultural systems (ethnic, regional,

Take the second one first.

occupational, site or division-specific, etc.). To think of
any sizeable organization having a single unifying

The idea of a single, unified culture in an organization

culture is simply wishful thinking. Cognitive science

comes from literal interpretations of the classic

actually explains why we persist in believing in

th

ethnographies of the early 20 century on so-called

singular monolithic cultures, which I get to later on.

“simple societies”, such as Mead’s work on Samoa or
Benedict’s on the Zuni. While these groundbreaking

Regarding the assumption that leaders set culture, this

ethnographers realized the concept of rigid cultural

one has its roots in the Culture and Personality school

boundaries was of limited use and anthropologists

of psychology from the first half of the 20th century.

abandoned it decades ago, many practitioners and

3

Often supporting evidence, if any, is from a single case study, or
simply based on anecdote (e.g. it worked at my last company).
Ó 2018 Ontos Global LLC
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Management scholars in the 1970s extended the idea to

deeply consistent with our ideals of what leaders are

organizations -- some might say by a leap of faith -- to

supposed to do.

suggest over time organizations can adopt the
personalities of their leaders, or are blank slates for

A more up-to-date and scientifically sound way to

leaders to imprint their own desired norms and values.

think about the relationship between leadership and
culture is through the lens of power. Leaders set

There is undoubtedly a relationship between

agendas, allocate capital, marshal resources, and

leadership and culture, but it is much more complex

determine rewards. These actions influence

than that. Contrary to myth, leaders don’t imprint their

organizational practices that in turn shape how people

own values and ideologies on an organization like

think and act. Even in the most well publicized cases of

writing on wet cement. In fact, the relationship is often

charismatic leadership (ostensibly) shaping culture (for

in the other direction: cultures exert influence on how

example, Ray Dalio at Bridgewater), on closer

leaders are socialized. Simple relationships between

examination one sees organizational practices at the

CEO personality and culture have not been observed

heart of the culture shaping. There is no straight line to

in any organization beyond a small start-up. And

be drawn between leadership and culture; thoughtful

measuring such relationships is fraught with problems:

leaders shape the conditions through which cultures

trait attribution systems vary across cultures and suffer

form and are sustained.

from language-based measurement problems
(therefore hard to generalize), and many leadership

Tip: Leaders would see a lot more ROI for their culture

traits such as “achievement orientation” are so

engineering investment if they prioritized holding their

generalized that to suggest they occur as part of a

organizations accountable for practices supportive of a

particular culture is meaningless.

desired future state than worrying about corporate values.

Yet these assumptions persist unchecked, for two

MYTH 2: CULTURE IS A PHYSICAL “THING”

reasons.

The idea of ‘one organization, one culture’ – which
helps leaders think they can shape “the” culture, comes

First, leaders have been taught that organizational

from the idea that culture is a physical thing, akin to

control through normative means (such as culture) is

capital. From this it is easy to see how managing

far more desirable than overt control (‘theory Y’ vs.

culture is no different than managing any other asset:

‘theory X management). And leaders tend to want to

“target” what you want (e.g. more collaboration) and

imprint their own legacies on their organizations, a

“fix” it.

tendency most prevalent in the U.S.: leader “selfenhancement” is rooted in American models of

Making culture out to be a physical object is in part due

leadership benevolence and individual agency. We

to the pragmatism of business: culture, of course, is a

want to believe leaders shape culture because it is

means to an end (better performance, happier

Ó 2018 Ontos Global LLC
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employees, etc.). But this is also due to a feature of

should value. The problem is most companies stop

human thinking. The mind makes sense of abstractions

there.

in physical terms. We talk and act as if much of the
world around us – ‘the economy’, ‘society’, ‘the

The emphasis on language reflects a many decades-old

organization’ -- are physical things. Think of the way

debate in cognitive science about whether language

we characterize M&A -- as fighting, mating, or marriage -

shapes, rather than reflects, how people think.4 But the

- as if a merger literally is one of these things. So with

debate in academia has been largely resolved: cognitive

culture. You might observe its effects in behavior, or

linguists have demonstrated convincingly we have

brands or office layouts (etc.), but this does not make

many more thoughts, ideas and feelings than we can

culture real in the same way as machinery or even

encode in language. Cultural knowledge is more than

money. Where, exactly, is that culture? Of what does it

what can be conveyed through words alone. Therefore,

consist? What are its boundaries? Where does it come

to reduce culture to slogans or value statements is to

from?

mistake symptom for cause. Language reflects some
aspect of culture, yes, but it should not be assumed

MYTH 3: CULTURE IS SHAPED BY LANGUAGE

language is culture. The prevailing view now is that
language and culture in any society are parallel

The emphasis on internal marketing in our above

systems with overlaps and touch points that reflect,

experiment, and on leaders “setting” culture through

support, or at times serve as adaptations to each other.

what they say, is based on an assumption that language

It is not the case that by simply espousing the culture

shapes culture. We assume if we just get the words

we want we can change how employees think and act. 5

right, that will shape desired behavior. This is one

In fact, based on how the brain processes figurative

reason why culture change is often approached as a

language, it is likely that using typical business jargon

problem for the corporate communications or PR team.

in our change program will not have any impact all.

Make no mistake: organizations need leaders to

Tip: Language matters, but less than you might think.

establish compelling visions and evangelize desired

Without reinforcing practices, clever pronouncements or

values and behaviors. And there is nothing wrong with

marketing campaigns amount to little in culture change.

clever branding to help establish what the organization

4

Known as the linguistic relativity problem outline by Edward Sapir and
Benjamin Lee Whorf (see Duranti, 2009).

Simply positing a desired culture by identifying key words, phrases and
slogans for people to adopt is nowhere near enough to actually change
lived culture.

5

This is not to deny language plays a role in constructing meaning. How
groups make meaning is in part based on language, which in turn
reflects some aspects of shared culture. But that is only part of the story.
Ó 2018 Ontos Global LLC
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MYTH 4: CULTURE CAN BE INSTILLED BY TELLING
PEOPLE HOW TO BEHAVE

often reveal a distinct gap between espoused and lived
culture.

MYTH 5: CULTURE CAN BE MEASURED IN OPINION
SURVEYS

Opinion surveys measure something: opinions.

Among the most common myths in corporate America

Attitudes and opinions are not culture. As with

is the idea culture can be “set” through published

language, they might reflect some aspect of a culture.

norms, values or lists of desired traits and behaviors

Or they might be compensations for it. For example, a

and instilled via onboarding programs or mandatory

tech client of ours espouses open communication and

training. This belief takes as a given culture is a

goodwill towards others in all its messaging to

bounded monolith synonymous with desired norms

employees and recruits. In our research there,

and values, and that these can be taught and measured

however, we observe robust thinking and mastery of

in opinion surveys.

craft as deeply held implicit beliefs orienting much of
what is considered “good” in the organization. In

Great ideas, wishful thinking.

practice, these beliefs get in the way of “goodwill”: it is
difficult to have goodwill when you don’t respect your

The literature on the problematic and muddled

colleague for his lack of craft. These norms are

relationship between norms, values and culture could

espoused, however, because the organization believes

take up this entire article. Among them: large

they should be important (what organization wouldn’t?)

organizations are made up of multiple value systems;
there is a difference between personal and institutional

Tip: Instilling a desired culture by espousing norms and

values; values are idealizations, beliefs in how I think I

values, and training to them, is problematic in any non-

should be; values tend not to be internalized in a

homogeneous organization (which is to say, almost all of

population unless they are already well-socialized;

them). There is nothing wrong with signaling what is

leaders in any society tend to have more values in

desired to attract candidates or posit an ideal state. The

common with each other than with the rest of the

problem is companies stop there, or waste significant

population; employees may be prone to saying (or

resources trying to drive conformance. The modern science

responding on surveys) what they believe top

of the brain shows why this is so often wasted effort, and

management wants to hear; and people don’t always

points to a better way.

act according to what they believe.

what is espoused – what we say we want – and what is

II. RIGHT INTUITION,
WRONG APPROACH

actually lived and practiced in the organization. You

So why do companies continue to proliferate

don’t need a professional ethnographer to see this: a

approaches to culture largely divorced and blithely

short visit to websites such as Glassdoor, or a few

oblivious to modern science? There are several

What all this amounts to is a sharp divide between

pointed and candid conversations with employees will
Ó 2018 Ontos Global LLC
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reasons, but two paradoxical ones stand out. One

culture is, where it comes from, or how it is

concerns how culture is researched and taught in

operationalized.

business schools, and the other in how executives and
Anthropologists have studied culture in all its

the consulting “industry” dumb down the construct.

manifestations for over 100 years and have it squarely
PROBLEM 1: RESEARCH ON CULTURE DRAWS FROM
TOO FEW WELLS

in focus, but historically have not concerned

While executives attribute much of what happens

schools to take a more multidisciplinary approach and

inside companies to culture, management-oriented

look farther afield for new theories about culture

academics still can’t agree on the basics: what

means many of the insights being generated in modern

organizational culture is, how to define and measure it,

cognitive anthropology and related disciplines, with a

what are its boundaries, how to best intervene, and so

few exceptions, have yet to find their way into

on. Part of the problem is business scholars approach

business.9 And this is bad for business.

themselves with business.8 The failure of business

culture from disciplines such as economics and social
or industrial-organizational (I/O) psychology,

PROBLEM 2: BUSINESS DUMBS DOWN CULTURE

disciplines that historically have not placed culture at

This problem is compounded by C-suite executives,

the center of their intellectual agendas. For example,

HR leaders and consultants in a multi-million dollar

the social psychology of culture mainly deals with

culture “industry”. Quests for competitive advantage

cultural differences, not directly with culture itself.6

fuel an interest in culture as a normative productivity

The core paradigm of I/O psychology is the individual

tool.10 This demand meets a consulting industry all too

in organizations, not culture, which has inhibited

willing to supply a wide assortment “solutions” many

research on culture itself.7 Consultants don’t help

with no grounding in theory. This phenomena goes

matters when they construct “research” as opinion

unchecked by business schools, for the reasons already

polls asking executives to rate or describe their own

mentioned.

“cultures” without any underlying theory of what
The result is a what we have today, a Wild West of
culture practice. Advice or interventions are either

6

See Chiu & Hong, 2007.

7

See Erez, 1994.

8

See Stewart & Aldrich, 2015.

searching further afield for more robust theories. The exception is Ed
Schein (1992) and his work at the MIT Sloan School.

10

This connection is reinforced by research demonstrating a strong
relationship between employee engagement and business performance
(e.g. Truss, Shantz, et al 2013; Huselid 1995).

9

Business schools also shoulder some blame for promulgating
simplistic solutions to appeal to their market (i.e. MBAs) rather than

Ó 2018 Ontos Global LLC
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overly simplistic (“change the game!”), confuse attitudes

Former Yahoo CEO and Google executive Marisa

for culture, use generic measures that mean little to the

Mayer claims once organizations reach 1000 people the

people in the organization (‘Individualist’; ‘Market-

culture becomes “self-reinforcing”.12 Proclamations

based’), or are conceived on little more than anecdote

like these can be read as further perpetration of the

(‘it worked at my last company’) and wishful thinking

culture myths. And yet, what complicates matters is

(‘people will behave this way once they buy in to our

that, paradoxically, she is not entirely wrong: cultures

values’). And when culture is operationalized in such

do exhibit patterns and tendencies that are

simplistic and reductive ways, measures that “prove” its

recognizable and exert a deep, if mostly hidden force

existence or state change are not hard to establish.

on social systems. This is what captures executive

Construct validity means little when the construct is ill-

fascination and drives lucrative consulting

conceived or lacks a theoretical foundation to begin

opportunities to begin with.13

with.
But this intuition is out in front of the science and
While undoubtedly well intended, the results of these

methods. What we are learning about culture from the

efforts are predictably unsurprising and uninspiring. It

last 30 years of cognitive science explains this intuition

is no wonder so few managed culture change

and gives us the foundation for far more effective

interventions succeed. 11

interventions. The rest of this article is a primer on this
body of work and the implications for business

TIP: Imagine being told they key to successfully managing

emerging from it.

financial performance is to solely focus on EBITDA. Or that
every marketing strategy must include a television

TIP: Cultures do exhibit patterns that are recognizable and

advertising campaign. For many anthropologists,

that exert force on social systems. The key question is

mainstream approaches to organizational culture amount to

whether these patterns can be engineered to produce

the same kind of thing: unidimensional, singular and

predictable outcomes.

simplistic approaches masquerading as culture “solutions”.
AND YET, A PARADOX…

11

12

The few serious studies on culture change effectiveness suggest
ambiguous results, anecdotal evidence, or no major effects on anything
other than espoused values (Alvesson & Sveningsson, 2008; Ogbonna
& Wilkinson, 1993; Siehl, 1985), which typically leads to failed change
efforts (Balogun & Johnson, 2005).

The New York Times:
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/18/business/marissa-mayer-corneroffice.html
13

Which, unfortunately, further compromises research by diverting
scientific inquiry towards consulting projects (see Chatman and O’Reilly,
2016).
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We use this implicit knowledge every day in millions of
ways trivial and profound, from what to expect when
we walk into a restaurant to how much or how little eye
contact to make with someone in a meeting versus in
an elevator, to whether it is acceptable or not to have
one’s laptop open at a meeting, to how we define
success, to who is considered a real leader or what is or

III. LESSONS FROM
COGNITIVE SCIENCE:
A BETTER WAY

is not a good idea. Most of this knowledge is taken-forgranted, residing below conscious awareness. It
consists of basic, simplified mental models stored in
memory and accessed as a “reference system” – a kind

The cognitive branches of anthropology, psychology,

of mental operating system running in the background

sociology, linguistics, and the emerging field of cultural

readily available to make sense of events or situations,

neuroscience have developed major new paradigms in

guide social interactions, plan, or orient us to what is

how culture is conceptualized, studied, and assessed,

meaningful, ideal, or important. These simplified

yet much of this work is not yet well known in the

mental representations are called cultural schemas.14

business world. Over the coming years this new science
may radically change how we work with culture in

Schemas are situational, triggered by different social

organizations.

and environmental cues. Importantly, they are
transferrable: we apply schemas learned in one context

CULTURE IS A REFERENCE SYSTEM

to new or unfamiliar ones. This process is automatic
and deeply conditioned by life experience. And it helps

Cognitive scientists define culture as knowledge shared

explain how cultures originate in organizations.

and distributed within a social community.

CULTURALLY, YOU ARE WHAT YOU DO

Much of this knowledge is implicit -- we know it but
don’t know we know it until it is brought into our

One of the most important insights from cognitive

awareness (or we are confronted with a starkly

science is the way we interact with our environment

different knowledge system that jars our own or

provides the basis for many of our conceptual skills.

renders it obsolete).

This is much more than saying we learn from

14

date to the mid 19th century (Kant) and have been studied since in
earnest since the 1980s, but their application to culture is relatively new.

There are many terms for schemas including “models”, “scripts”,
“recipes”, “frames”, and “logics”. They all refer to the same kind of thing.
“Cultural” schemas are those shared across a social group. Schemas
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experience. What has been demonstrated is that regular

require extensive creativity or imagination (inventing

and sustained patterns of interaction with regularities in

new technologies, processes, or business models), or

our physical and social environment form the basis for

involve a highly motivating mission (e.g. that of an

how, and what we think. This is because of the brain’s

NGO). Strategic tasks also include those closely

synaptic plasticity as it is exposed over time to ongoing

associated with a firm’s means of production

and repeated physical, social and cultural stimuli.15

(manufacturing processes in a manufacturing firm,
software design and development in a software firm,

This idea is at the heart of the new science of culture. It

etc.). Meaningful contexts experienced over time

means what we know to a large degree is conditioned

influence brain chemistry, inducing distinct schemas

by how we have come to know it. In other words, the

patterned by those environments.16

physical and social environment in which we learn or
achieve meaningful outcomes has a profound impact

This is why professional service firms (e.g. law) appear

on how and what we see and think. Culturally

to have distinct cultures associated with their dominant

speaking, this means you are what you do: what you

occupations. Similarly, companies where certain

(successfully and meaningfully) work on and resolve

occupational groups wield power and prestige --

over time shapes how you (collectively) think.

software engineers in software; data scientists in AI;
doctors in HMOs; financial controllers in

This has big implications for organizational culture.

conglomerates; marketers in consumer products;
traders in brokerages, and on -- manifest collective

Cultural schemas are “learned”, that is, psychologically

schemas closely associated with those occupations.

“induced” from meaningful and sustained experience. In

This is also one reason why organizations within

organizational and professional life, cultural schemas

industries are more culturally alike than those across

are formed through the process of professionalization –

industries, and why start-ups and smaller companies

the extensive training and socialization involved in

that experience success, or organizations with strongly

becoming a professional (law, medicine, engineering,
banking, construction, etc.), as well as (or) from the
strategic tasks associated with collectively working on
and resolving meaningful problems over time.
“Meaningful” problems include those that are hard to
solve (e.g. complex technical or business challenges),

15

16

See Hutchins (2014, 2005, 1995). Also see the literature on
embodiment. For an overview, I suggest Varela Thompson, and Rosch
(1991), or Stewart (2010).

Readers interested in a more complete review of this theory should
refer to Rethinking Culture: Embodied cognition and the origin of culture
in organizations (White, 2017).
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motivating social missions, can exhibit strong cultures,
at least until they reach a certain size.

immediately deliver ROI even though the organization

17

explicitly espouses innovation. Or the industrial
manufacturer with deeply embedded management

This does not mean cultures can be reduced to a few

control and risk mitigation orientations given the high

types based on their shared schemas. Organizations

cost of product failure who finds it difficult to

have hundreds of cultural schemas based on a myriad

implement Internet of Things (IoT) technology: what

of experiential, ecological, technological and other

industrial will be comfortable shipping a product with

contingent factors, rendering no two cultures alike.

known bugs and updating it in 6-week sprints? Or the

How schemas intersect is what makes for culture’s

airline whose primary orientations of safety and speed

complexity and infinite variation.

cause it to reflexively apply excess speed to merger
integration activities, only to experience disgruntled

CULTURAL SOURCE CODE: SHARED TACIT
KNOWLEDGE

employees, warring unions, and irate customers years

Shared schemas are the foundations of culture. These

firm whose core strategy is to create software platforms

knowledge repositories underwrite everything we

for external partners, which inadvertently lead to

experience as culture: prevailing beliefs and attitudes,

internal product teams fighting amongst each other to

behavioral tendencies, habits, routines, norms, values,

be the platform of choice for other internal groups to

symbols, myths, and even office layouts. They are most

base their code. Or the dewatering unit of a global

visible as the logic or assumptions justifying prevalent

water technology company whose business model

organizational practices. For any given practice, what is

hinges on fast customer response times to remove

emphasized or de-emphasized, the basis of its logic or

unwanted water, a reflex that inadvertently

authority, what is considered ‘good’, and so on, are all

perpetuates an urgency and crisis mentality across

instantiations of shared schemas.

many of its management practices, resulting in a

after the merger. Or the operating systems software

tendency to not want to commit to plans, or to alter

Examples of this are everywhere: the conglomerate

plans at the last minute, and to place high value on

whose business model is portfolio optimization who

individual heroics which leads to difficulties

automatically applies stringent profitability standards

collaborating with others outside the unit.

to innovation projects, which has the unintended
consequence of shutting down projects that don’t

17

And why expressions like they have an engineering culture or it’s a
real sales culture are not inaccurate characterizations of certain
organizations.
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TIP: Cultural schemas take form as automatic and

different.18 There are four major implications for

conditioned collective ways of thinking and acting. They are

managers.

the habits, predispositions, orientations and tendencies by
which the organization explains, justifies, organizes and

IMPLICATION 1: CULTURE IS INSIDE OF US

sanctions situations, events, performances, structures,

Think of how many interventions proceed from the

processes, practices and behavior – in other words,

assumption of culture as a physical thing to be

everything we take as culture.

manipulated. The phrase ‘we need to change the culture’
assumes that culture somehow resides “out there”

Most managers recognize such phenomena as the

somewhere ready to be accessed and changed like a

effects of “culture” but are hard pressed to explain why

defective motherboard. Culture doesn’t reside out there;

they exist or where they come from. And despite highly

it resides in here, in our collective minds. Our

motivated leaders and an abundance of ‘best practice’

objectification of culture, while understandable, makes

advice, cultural effects such as these invariably

us believe culture is a dependent variable, something

constrain business transformation: embedded

to “fix”. This is a fundamental attribution error that

preconscious schemas structuring core practices will

leads to the kinds of interventions described in our

conspire to sabotage progress.

thought experiment that waste huge amounts of
resources.
IMPLICATION 2: ORGANIZATIONS HAVE
MANY CULTURES
Unless you work in a small firm with people who share
the same professional background or are all highly
motivated to solve the same big social or technology

IV. IMPLICATIONS FOR
MANAGERS

problem, the likelihood of a single culture in your firm

When we understand that cultures are underwritten by

TIP: It is powerfully seductive to think about “The Microsoft

shared, taken-for-granted knowledge, how we think

Culture” or the “GE Way” or to work at Google for “the

about and intervene in culture begins to look

culture”, and on. But these are well-intended inventions,

is low.

18

The definition of culture offered by Schein, that culture is ‘how we do
things around here’, is compatible with the cognitive science view. The
major difference is ‘how we do things’ usually refers to how people
behave, whereas the cognitive view encompasses organizational

practices that extend beyond human behavior into the rules, precepts
and attitudes behind common practices such as budgeting, planning,
hiring or promotion.
.
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statements about what is desired. What they are not is

To understand why, consider again the operating

reflections about how cultures actually work or how they

system metaphor. An OS doesn’t cause an application

are experienced in the emotional and psychological life of

written on top of it to behave in a certain way; it

employees.

provides the parameters and constraints for how the
app functions to begin with. Cultures behave in similar

If your organization feels like it has a single “strong”

ways.

culture, what you are experiencing is the effect of
dominant cultural schemas that bear a family

As reference models, cultural schemas orient us in a

resemblance to each other because they share the same

myriad of situations. But their guidance is schematic – a

professional or task-based origins. These schemas will

default orientation. What one actually does or how one

endow practices and behavior patterns across the

actually thinks in a given situation will always be a

organization with the same readily identifiable

function of many factors based on individual life

orientations, such as those outlined above.

experience, the context at hand, and the degree of
motivation of the actor. As default values schemas

And the fact most large organizations have many

guide what to do or how to think given the situation,

cultures doesn’t mean you stop trying to create a better

but what one actually thinks or does is a function of the

-- more humane, more aligned, more innovative, more

actor and may play out differently at any given time.

emancipated – environment for your people. It does

This is what makes cultures so tricky and complex: it is

mean you go about it in an entirely different way (see

hard to discern at any given moment whether an

below).

individual is thinking and acting according to the rules
of a cultural schema or out of her own volition, or both.

IMPLICATION 3: CULTURES DON’T CAUSE US
TO DO ANYTHING

This is illustrated by an example from my own
research at an industrial manufacturing conglomerate.

From the above we might by now see why conceiving

A dominant schema in this organization is a pervasive

of culture as causal in shaping behavior is problematic.

orientation to knowing things first-hand, captured in

This does not mean cultures have no influence on

the expression if I don’t see it I don’t believe it. 19 The

attitude and behavior. But the influence is far from

schema is shared widely and shows up in many ways,

linear and straightforward, and people sometimes react

such as in prevailing beliefs about how only those with

or adapt to cultures in unpredictable ways.

first-hand experience with complex problems can be
relied upon to solve them. It manifests in hiring and

19

things.

The schema I suggest is the result of the manufacturing task
environment: designing, procuring, manufacturing and selling physical
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promotion: only people who have done the desired

inherent variability means culture cannot be causal in

specific job or task before tend to be hired. It manifests

driving collective behavior but only one factor, albeit

in executive selection: to be considered for a general

an important one.

management role requires personal experience across
IMPLICATION 4: TO CHANGE CULTURE,
CHANGE PRACTICES

all functions under one’s purview. It manifests in the
expectation that division executives personally know
their customers even if not in sales roles. It manifests in

To sustainably change cultures requires that managers

social realms, where people who use overly abstract

and practitioners intervene upstream where cultures

language or rely on conceptual models to convey ideas

originate -- the schemas. This means changing

tend to be perceived as not “down to earth” and “out of

collective cognitive structure, the taken-for-granted

touch”. It manifests in who is trusted and not trusted by

knowledge, assumptions and beliefs shared by the

senior management.

target community.21 This in turn requires not only
bringing such knowledge (etc.) into collective

The first-hand knowledge schema powers many

awareness, but changing the habits and routines – the

practices and beliefs, but it is a general orientation

“practices” -- that perpetuate and sustain such

only. The actual details -- about who to hire, which

knowledge across the organization.

customers to know, who to trust -- are filled in by
individuals in the moment depending on context and

Easier said than done. How to proceed?

motivation. At any given time an individual could
choose to act against prevailing schemas. This might be

First, it is important to understand that while brains

like a fish swimming upstream, but he or she could be

are “plastic”, schemas are durable. Meaning: because

motivated to do so for a number of idiosyncratic

schemas are deeply learned through sustained and

reasons, including wanting to deliberately call to

meaningful experience over time, changing schemas

20

attention dominant cultural schemas.

requires “rewriting” them via sustained meaningful new
experience. Creating sustained and meaningful new

In this way each individual operates according to the

experience can only be done by changing the formal

logic of many schemas borne by life experience,

and informal practices – the prevailing social habits

professional training, task exposure, family of origin,

and routines by which the business of your business

religion, regional and ethnic background, and on. Such

21

20

Role power undoubtedly is a factor here as well. A CEO contravening
a prevailing schema can be a powerful role model. But for the reasons
stated earlier, simply acting differently is not sufficient for sustaining
change to cultures on a broad scale. More is needed. That “more”
pertains to organizational practices (see below).

And when they are brought to collective awareness they take new
shape and meaning based on group normative pressure, which adds
another level of complexity. Full discussion of such “dialogic”
phenomena applied to cultural schemas requires more space than
allotted here.
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runs. These include everything from the basis by which

“Black box” (mainstream) model of culture change

you oversee the business, determine success and

Desired Change

CULTURE

Communica/on
Rewards

???

failure, make sense of opportunities or risks, plan and
Modern (cogni=ve science) model of culture change

allocate resources, hire, promote and reward, innovate,

Key prac/ces

and on. Most organizations have hundreds of practices

(formal and informal)

Desired Change

SUSTAINABLE
RESULTS

deeply emblematic of their own schemas, so the first
step requires identifying a desired future state, then

Primary cultural schemas

(1) NAMING the cultural schemas that represent
obstacles to achieving the future state;

In the mainstream view, the site of intervention is “the

22

culture”. Since no one is ever sure what that is, we fall

(2) Identifying the PRACTICES most emblematic

back to black box approaches like trying to change

of these schemas and targeting them, and

leader behavior or communication strategies, or

(3) Enrolling key coalitions and power-blocs in

modify HR programs (e.g. performance management,

your organization to do so, because it is

rewards, recognition) in hopes the rest of the

difficult for individual leaders to sustainably

organization magically gets the message.

change practices acting alone

23

In the cognitive science of culture, the target of
Figure 1 depicts the schema/cognitive-science approach

intervention are core practices that are the carriers of

to culture and change and how it differs from the

the primary (dominant) schemas in the organization.

mainstream, “black box” approach:

For example, it is difficult for the industrial
manufacturer implementing IoT to embrace such

Figure 1

practices as “fail fast” or agile software development
because, like human antibodies attacking disease, the
schemas induced by the nature of manufacturing work
will actively mitigate against all forms of failure. Which
makes change like that difficult.
Difficult, but not impossible. The key is to identify the
constellation of practices surrounding IoT innovation,

22

23

The process of “naming” can be considerably enhanced by surfacing
embedded schemas through ethnographic techniques (interviews,
observational studies, simulation exercises, etc.) and validating these
through factor analytic methods to develop an empirical diagnostic
picture of an organization’s collective “cognitive architecture”.

The exception might be generational charismatic leaders – Mandela,
King, Kennedy, etc., -- or totalitarian despots. But even in these cases
leaders need to enroll or control institutional power for their influence
over a wider culture to be sustained.
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such as how risk is defined and managed; how success

major external disruptive forces in technology,

is defined; how control and delegation of authority is

markets, or society, or require a dramatic and

carried out; how resources are allocated; how projects

compelling internal mandate (rapid growth,

are managed; how learning and failure are treated, and

turnaround, etc.).

so on.
THE DAWN OF THE CULTURAL MIND
HOW LEADERS DRIVE CULTURE CHANGE

As long as organizations seek novel ways to gain

Modern interdisciplinary cognitive science is showing

competitive advantage, they will try and do so through

us a new way to think about and work with culture,

culture. As they do, there is no doubt they will continue

with profound implications for leaders.

to be seduced by expedient programs built on anecdote
or wishful thinking absent any theory. Some will

This new way requires appreciating that any

remain convinced their way “works” because they will

phenomenon originating in what people collectively

have operationalizing culture as a single variable and

think is complex by definition, therefore there can be

“prove” the variable shifted in a desired direction.

no linear and quick path to cultural change as a

Meanwhile, very little will likely have changed in how

dependent variable. But like a good coach who helps

the organization actually operates, or in the lived

her client become more self-aware, the culturally

experience of employees.

competent leader-change agent helps the organization
“see” its own hidden logics, beliefs and assumptions --

So leaders and practitioners have a choice: continue to

the cultural schemas -- and how they shape and justify

operate according to old myths, or appreciate that a

everyday practices that retard desired change.

new frontier based on the science of the “cultural
mind” is upon us with the potential to sustainably

TIP: By embedding what is culturally aspired into high-

transform the organizations they help and lead.

leverage, formal and informal organizational practices, new

Organizations smart and capable enough of harnessing

knowledge and behavior is entrained, thereby altering

the many insights borne by what we now know of the

collective neural pathways.

mind and culture will, for the first time since the
invention of the construct, realize the full power of

Changing organizational practices takes vision, will

culture as a transformational and competitive resource.

power, and a sophisticated understanding of the
Some Further Reading:

dynamics of change and resistance (longstanding core
practices tend to be vigorously defended) as well as the

1.

strategic use of power in allocating resources and
setting agendas. People need motivating reasons to

2.

change what they assume and believe. This is why
3.

culture change often requires or is precipitated by
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